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When someone says their
business has been
blessed, do you believe it

in a literal sense? I’ve interviewed a
lot of creative people for profiles in
ArrowTrade over the last 11 years,
and some have been convinced they
have had help launching their busi-
nesses and creating breakthrough
products from a higher authority.

The success Grim Reaper
President Jay Liechty has had in
designing mechanical broadheads
that overcame the traditional
mechanical tradeoffs is something
he thanks God for. He also thanks his
parents, because he comes from a
very gifted, hard-working family and
because those parents work along-
side him in the business.

Jay is the son of Vic and Suzy
Calder Liechty, the first of ten chil-
dren and one of eight boys, all of
whom completed the demanding
trail to Eagle Scout. Vic, who
bypassed retirement to serve as the
business manager when his son
needed help with the growing busi-
ness, has a BA in Economics from
Brigham Young University (BYU) and
a MA in Economics from Stanford
University. Suzy put her BS in Home
Economics to good use balancing
the budget for a home that had to
feed and house not only their own
ten, but several foreign students who
lived with them while attending col-
lege. 

Education has always been a pri-
ority for this middle class family. In
fact, between them the 9 other
Liechty children have earned 18 col-
lege degrees and hold some pretty
impressive positions in the corpo-
rate and academic world. (See family
photo.) Victor Jay II is the first child
to be born to Vic and Suzy after their

marriage in 1963. Jay, as he came to
be called to distinguish him from his
father, had a knack for anything
mechanical and a love for the out-
doors.  But he wasn’t destined to
work in a big company. “If you forced
Jay to work an 8 to 5 job, it would be
sheer torture for him,” Vic admitted.

After high school, Jay spent two
months in the Mormon language
training facility in Provo, which uses
an accelerated total immersion pro-
gram to prepare its young charges to
work overseas. Jay learned Spanish
and did his mission work in Chile,
and then returned to complete a
degree in Zoology at the church-
owned BYU. He entered the pre-med
program, but after two years or

applying and several interviews he
was not accepted into medical
school. Jay was smart enough to
tutor friends and help them gain
entrance but it was as if that career
choice was closed to him. He applied
to several dental and podiatry
schools and interviewed at one den-
tal school in Ohio, but was rejected
when he admitted he hadn’t actually
spent time observing dentists at
work.

Jay had spent his summers earn-
ing money for college by working at a
truck stop in southwestern
Wyoming, and after college he
returned to that job while waiting for
accpetance to professional schools.
He remembers flipping through the

Razortip Inventor Felt Inspired

Grim Reaper has grown with the help of the Hudalla Associates sales rep group, but
that alliance had to end when Bear got the Rocket broadhead brand in mid-February as
part of its purchase of Trophy Ridge. On the day ArrowTrade visited the plant, President
Jay Liechty (left) was giving an orientation to a couple long-time Grim Reaper fans who
are coming on board to assist with sales. Justin Lowry (center) prefers the 1 3/4
inch100/125 Extra, shot with the weight collar, from his high poundage set-up. Matt
Bateman likes the 1 3/8 cutting diameter, available in 85 grains or a 100/125 that
includes weight collars.
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Cabela’s catalog at lunch one day
there and seeing the first mechanical
broadheads, then turning over the
placemat and sketching what he felt
could be an improvement over the
early Punchcutter and Vortex mod-
els.

Over the next six years, Jay’s life
seemed to be jumping between one
of two tracks. He researched patents
and found out how much room there

was for improvements in broadhead
design. He spent time building and
testing prototypes. He even hired a
mechanical engineer who taught at
BYU to help him past sticking points
in design.

He went to the archery trade
shows several years and learned
what roles manufacturers, sales reps
and distributors all played in the
industry. There were times when he

was convinced he could launch a
new broadhead brand able to com-
pete with industry stalwarts.

On the other hand, Jay had gone
from working in the truck stop to
owning and operating a logging
truck, a lucrative if somewhat dan-
gerous assignment in the mountains
where the big logs were coming
from. There were days he could earn
$1,200 by being in the right place.

To Help Improve Mechanicals
By Tim Dehn

Portrait of an exception-
al family: Suzy and Vic
Liechty are surrounded by
their 10 children and by
one of the several foreign
students they have host-
ed. Starting from lower
left and moving clockwise
are Allison, David, Merrill,
Brian, John, Jay, George
Uriba (who was Jay's
companion during his
missionary work in Chile),
Daniel, James, Julie Anne
and Michael (at center.)

Allison, who is the
youngest, spent time in
India on a foreign
exchange program before
graduating with a BS
from BYU in Social Work and beginning a career as a counselor at a
mental health facility in the Liechty's home city of Provo, Utah.

Next in line is Daniel, who did mission work in Russia and New
York City before completing a BA at BYU in Computer Science. Dan
works for KPMG, auditing computer systems in Washington, DC.

Michael, child number 8, did his mission work for the Mormon
Church in Japan, then earned a BA in Mechanical Engineering at
BYU and a Masters from the University or Wisconsin. He's now an
Emissions Engineer with Caterpillar Tractor Company.

Merrill, number 7 born to the Liechty household, also did his mis-
sion work in Japan, and majored in Statistics at BYU. He's one of
several children to have earned an advanced degree: His PHD in
Statistics from Duke University led to a teaching position at Drexel
University in Philadelphia.

Brian, number 6, and James, number 5, each have three degrees.
Brian has a BA in Economics and a MA in Math from BYU, then
earned another MA in Financial Math from Stanford, University
before taking a job as a financial analyst with Deutsche Bank in
London. He'd served as a missionary in Russia's old capital of St.

Petersburg, and also
spent time in Africa.
James did his missionary 

term in France and then
buckled down to studies:
a BA in Accounting from
the University of Utah, a
MA in statistics from
BYU, and a MA in
Accountancy from BYU.
Like his younger brother
Dan, James works in the
nation's capital, in the
national tax office of the
accounting firm Price
Waterhouse Coopers.

There's a third Liechty
who has worked in
Washington, patent
attorney David, who

started with a BA in Zoology from BYU but then earned a JD in Law
from the University of Utah. He's fourth in line, and did mission
work in Ohio but also was part of an exchange program to India
and Nepal.

As a young woman of the Mormon faith, Julie-Anne wasn't expect-
ed to spend 18 to 24 months in the mission field, but she did spend
time in Europe before completing a Bachelor of Fine Arts in acting
from DePaul University. She's presently writing children's books.

Second-born John Liechty inherited his father's flair for figures. He
went to England to complete his PHD in Statistics at Cambridge
University and now is teaching at Penn State. John didn't have to
go as far for his mission work: that was spent in Montana and
Wyoming.

Suzy and Vic Liechty set an example not only of hard work and
good family values, but of generosity. Both volunteer as teachers of
youth in their ward church where Suzy also plays the organ. They
opened their home to ArrowTrade's editor during his visit and also
have been hosting a young woman from Africa in their home while
she completes her college degree at BYU.
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That was more, he told himself, than
many doctors or dentists were able
to earn. At least twice during church
services, Jay felt the Lord was telling
him “you should be working on that
arrowhead design.” In the fall of 1999
he was preparing to start his broad-
head business at the upcoming 2000
ATA show. But the full time logging
work was impeding his progress.
Then an event or intervention hap-
pened that changed the course of his
life.

Jay had pulled his Peterbilt truck
alongside some logs on a sloping
logging trail. He started to load
them, and then decided it was too
risky, that the logs should be skidded
down to an area that was more level
before he would attempt to pick
them up with the long boom arm. Jay
climbed off his control seat and
alongside the truck, attempting to
position some pins in the extendable
tube trailer before he could safely
move it down the hill. He’d just
adjusted the brakes, so he knew they
were good, and he had a basketball-
sized rock in front of one of the trac-
tor’s tires for good measure. But
somehow the logging truck started
to move, picking up speed toward a
spot down the slope where some log
buyers had been parked minutes
before. “There is no way that truck
could of moved...something out of
the ordinary happened,” Jay told me.

“We just watched the truck go
down the hill, hit a stump and flip
over on its side,” Jay recalled of that
fateful November 7, 1999. “It was an
$80,000 accident. I had the option of
getting another logging truck from
the insurance settlement, or of tak-
ing the money. I took the money, and
was out of the logging business and
could now concentrate all my efforts

to launch my broadhead business.”
Jay feels that accident was God’s way
of intervening to change his course
in life. “If that hadn’t happened, I
never would have had my products
ready to introduce at the 2000 ATA
Show.” 

Jay knew that he wanted to
introduce a new style of broadhead
to the industry, one that overcame
shortcomings in existing models.
Grim Reapers wouldn’t depend on
rubber bands to hold them closed:
instead they would use an internal
coil spring that holds the blades in
place during acceleration, then
allows them to flip open using much
less energy than other styles require. 

The early mechanicals were
gaining a reputation for poor pene-
tration, compared to fixed blade
models of the same weight. Jay
addressed that issue on several
fronts. On his design, the blades
sweep back sharply. “We have the
most swept-back blade angle, at 40
degrees. It’s harder to design a
broadhead with our angle. Most of
the others have 45, 50 or more. With
ours, it’s more of a slice than a chop.”
A swept back blade angle doesn’t
only cut hide and vitals better, Jay
demonstrated by sliding the open
head across an arrow shaft, it also
tends to slice ribs rather than chop
into them. 

On the original Razortip models,
those blades follow a trocar point
outfitted with three tiny tip blades
that start the cutting action so the
ferrule enters
a hole bigger
than its own
diameter. “I
was trying to
design a
b r o a d h e a d
that would
p e n e t r a t e
well with
l o w e r
p o u n d a g e

bows. Any other mechanical had
what I called a ‘butter knife’ out the
front. My idea was to put some mini-
cutters up front,” Jay said.

Penetration on angled shots was
especially poor with early designs. In
many cases it was because the closed
blades were so close to the tip that
they touched hide along with the
point, diverting the arrow from its
flight path in an energy-sapping flip
or even causing the head to skip off
the animal. The long ferrule of the
Grim Reaper design eliminated that
problem: by the time its easy-open-
ing blades contact the animal, the
point is already well inside. “We were
able to put the tip 5/8 inch in front of
the tip of the blades in the closed
position. In an angled shot, you
always get the tip in the animal first,
before a blade catches, and that
helps significantly with penetra-
tion,” Jay explained.

In the mid-90s when New
Archery Products and Gold Tip had
mechanical broadheads that dis-
pensed with the rubber bands or O-
rings, Jay decided his Grim Reaper
heads should also have an internal
mechanism to keep the blades
closed in flight, one that would use
much less energy to flip the blades
open.

Seated alongside Jay at the Grim
Reaper plant, I watched him use a
cut-away model of the Razortip to
explain to myself and a couple new
sales representatives the inner work-
ings that are common to all eight

Vic Liechty talks with Kristin Francis a few weeks before
they moved their twin offices from the Liechty home to
newly remodeled space at the plant a few miles away. A five-
year veteran of the broadhead firm, Kristin started in assem-
bly and then graduated to taking and shipping orders. Today
she also handles payroll for the growing company and
assists Vic with other accounting functions.
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designs of mechanicals the company
sells today. If you’ve got the compa-
ny’s current catalog you’ll find a
schematic that details the same con-
struction. Seated against the arrow is
a red compression ring which acts
like a lock washer to keep the head
snug on the shaft. All 100 grain Grim
Reaper models accept an optional 25

grains heavier slotted cup or collar,
to convert to 125 grains and boost
front of center balance and penetra-
tion potential. The slotted cup that
comes next holds a spring and notch
ring – which is pushed into the
notches in the blades. In front of that
is a slotted ring the three blades
pivot on. The gap in that pivot ring

fits on a key milled into the alu-
minum ferrule. The three blades and
slotted ring free-float on the com-
pressing spring. The front of the fer-
rule is threaded to accept the hard-
ened steel point and the three tip
blades that protrude through its slots
to form the Grim Reaper exclusive
Trocrazor Tip. When you know the

Today camo is made in China. They add

brighteners to enhance the colors of the

camo cloth. Research at the Univ. of GA,

has proven that deer see brighteners

as a "Blue UV Glow". Deer see

UV-Brighteners right through your

camo pattern. Deer see "Blue UV-

Glow" better than we see blaze orange!

This UV Glow can be fixed by treating

with UV-KILLER by Atsko and continued

washing with SPORT-WASH which

contains no brighteners.
1.800.845.2728 www.atsko.com

• First, wash it in SPORT-WASH  to

open the dye-sites 

• Then treat it once with U-V KILLER.

• Now You understand sight control.

DON'T HUNT WITH A UV-HANDICAP.

Circle 203 on Response Card

Grim Reaper heads use a sharp blade
angle that helps them slice ribs as the head
above could slice this carbon shaft. At
right, slotted collar has been cut away so
you can see how slight pressure on a blade
tip can overcome the force of a ring being
held against the notched rear of the blade
by a coil spring.
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trick of assembling a Grim Reaper,
you can replace the blades, tool-free,
in under a minute by sliding the cup
back and rotating the slotted ring as
the blades drop out and are
replaced. 

As Vic had explained to me earli-
er, part of the beauty of the design is
that the spring works against a metal
ring that interacts with notches on
the blades. The result is the force
needed to open the blades is quite
light compared to a rubber band or
O-ring and yet it prevents the blades
from popping open prematurely out
of speed bows by cushioning on the
spring at arrow release. 

“It takes about 1 pound of kinet-
ic energy per each of the three blades
to cause a Grim Reaper to deploy,”
Jay said, while he’s tested other
brands that take up to 6 pounds. The
inventor told me the spring also
delays the broadhead opening by a
fraction of a second, since the blades
and ring compress back on the
spring while opening on impact. At
the speed the arrow is flying, Jay said
that tiny delay allows the point to
stabilize the arrow on its penetration
path through the body before the
arrow can flag to the side on a
sharply angled shot. It also gives the
head more time to open which
unlike some mechanicals produces

large entrance holes.
Jay told me as he was readying

the product for the market, he
approached several large broadhead
manufacturers to see if they wanted
to be licensed to produce his
designs, without getting the offer he
was after. He also talked to one of the
major catalog houses to see if they’d
make the Grim Reaper their private
label brand, giving him the huge
order he thought he needed to go
into mass production. That deal
nearly was approved, he said, until
attorneys for the potential purchaser
wanted so much time to review the
various patents that it would have
pushed things into the next sales
year.

As he was flying back from talk-
ing to a small broadhead manufac-
turer, one that has since closed its
doors, Jay said he had the strong

impression “Just do the business
yourself. It’s  a good enough idea it
will work.” So he had some parts
made, got a bunch of friends over,
and assembled Grim Reapers on his
parent’s kitchen table so he could
display them at the 2000 ATA Show
and have enough stock to fill some
initial dealer orders. 

With the orders came reorders
and a move from the kitchen table to
the family’s basement. “My dad’s
always wanted to have a family busi-
ness,” Jay said, “and as we grew
things got too much for me to han-
dle.” Vic came on to manage the
financial side of the business, while
Suzy willingly took on the task of
supervising assembly and shipping
out of the couple’s home if it meant
giving their creative firstborn a
launch in business.

Four years ago Grim Reaper pur-

Vic Liechty (left) doesn’t mind pitching in to tend the
automatic screw machines that produce ferrules and col-
lars at the Grim Reaper plant. Machinist Jared Demille
(above) handles the setup and programming. Demille is
wearing a new hooded sweatshirt with the Grim Reaper
logo, “Watch ‘em Drop.”

The dual thick-
ness, Maxx-Edge
SS blades on the
Hades are locked
in place at four
points along the
ferrule. Jay
Liechty designed a
new style of point
for the Hades,
ground in a con-
vex fashion and so
sharp you can
drop a shaft onto
a hardwood block
& see it stick.
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chased its own screw machines,
automated units that turn long bars
of metal into the ferrules, cups and
points for broadheads. That meant
leasing a commercial building,
which also could accommodate the
large crew of seasonal workers need-
ed for assembly. Razortips,
Razorcuts with their single leading
blade and the newest Hades fixed
blade heads come fully assembled, a
feature which boosts staffing as high
as 25 in the months from July
through October. 

Until recently, business manager
Vic Liechty and office manager
Kristin Francis worked out of side-
by-side offices in the Liechty home.
Late this summer part of the plant
was remodeled so those functions
could be handled in the same facility
at 91 East 780 South #3, Provo, UT
84606. You can still reach Grim
Reaper Broadheads at the same
phone number of (801) 377-6199, or
(877) GRIM REAPER (that’s (877)
474-6732).

Like other broadhead compa-
nies, Grim Reaper buys its blades
from manufacturers that specialize
in stamping and sharpening stain-
less steel. That didn’t stop Jay from
improving the design. “Jay’s full of
ideas,” Vic told me. “A lot of people

have made broadhead blades that
are .035 inch thick, which makes
them strong but not so sharp. Others
have tried to make them .020 inch
for increased sharpness, but then
they don’t have very much strength.
Jay came up with the idea to com-
bine the two thoughts together, to
step the blade down by coining or
stamping a thinner edge. The spine
is .035” and the cutting part is .020”. I
think the Maxx-Edge SS is a great

idea, and that was just intro-
duced a year ago.”

When I visited the
Liechtys in mid-July, I
learned of two other innova-
tions. The company has
developed a new style of
practice cup which can be
used when the broadheads
are shot into practice targets.
It keeps the blades from
opening, and is gold colored
to distinguish it from the
cups you’ll need to switch
back to before hunting.
Shooting with the blades
closed will keep them sharp,
reduce wear on targets and
minimize the chance melted
plastic will get into the
mechanism to interfere with
the operation. “We’ll sell the
practice collars in three
packs,” the business manag-
er said.

The Liechtys have also begun
distributing a free promotional
Broadhead Mythbusters DVD that
illustrates some of the claims they’ve
been making for years about the
Grim Reaper heads. The company
hired Wade Nolan of Whitetail
University to conduct and film the
testing, supervised by Gold Tip
President Marvin Carlston and con-
ducted at Gold Tip’s test range. The
testing uses slow motion video to

Circle 107 on Response Card

Precision electronic scales and calipers are used to sample production to make sure tolerances are
maintained for Grim Reaper’s own products and for the inserts it produces for another archery
manufacturer. The Grim Reaper plant also houses a Deltronic Comparator Morgan Heath is
demonstrating. It allows you to measure and inspect parts at high magnification.
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compare the penetration of Razortip
models with other styles of heads,
including smaller fixed blade heads
that it matches in penetration.. The
broadheads are shot into raw deer
hide clad ballistic gelatin blocks from
a 65 pound bow held in a Hooter
Shooter shooting machine, in some
cases penetrating fresh whitetail
shoulder blades and ribs that have
been molded into the gelatin blocks. I
reviewed the video as I was complet-
ing this article, and it’s very profes-
sionally done.

“A lot of myths about mechanical
broadheads are still stuck in people’s
heads,” Vic said as we talked about the
DVD project. “We shot all the major
fixed blades and we found the Grim
Reapers penetrated as well as the oth-
ers and that it is cutting a lot more tis-
sue and is more accurate to boot. That
dispenses with one of the myths. Then
there’s the argument that a mechani-
cal’s blades won’t open reliably. This
DVD shows the blades are open
before the entire broadhead is in the
animal, and they’re producing just
gaping entrance wounds. So you get a
really strong entrance wound as well
as an exit wound.”

There’s also the dispute that
mechanicals can deflect on sharply
angled shots. “The slow motion
footage of the Grim Reapers going
into plywood, and whitetail replicated
chests with deer hide and ribs molded
into gelatin at 45 and 60 degrees,
revealed that no angle is too steep for
a Grim Reaper,  while some other
brands of mechanicals did deflect off
the plywood,” Vic said. The video also
shows retailers how they can dupli-
cate the plywood deflection tests in
their own lanes.

The Trocrazor Tip used by Grim
Reaper is part of why the head holds
together on the tough bone shots, Vic
told me. It’s why Grim Reapers are
shown blasting through the side of a
steel barrel, just like another well-
known fixed blade head, while some
other styles shed their blades in slow
motion or curl them over.

That Mythbuster DVD is already
selling more Grim Reapers, according
to Matt Bateman and Justin Lowry,
who came on board to help with sales
after Bear’s purchase of the Rocket
broadhead brand meant Hudalla
Associates had to give up the Razortip
line. Matt said, “Yesterday we went
into an archery shop and a guy walked
in, said he drew a moose tag but didn’t
know if he dared shoot a mechanical.
We showed him the DVD with the
Grim Reapers being shot through bar-
rels. He bought three packs and said
he’d send us a picture of his moose.”

(You have to press Jay to get him
to talk about his hunting accomplish-
ments, but Grim Reapers have

accounted for the lion’s share of his 23
elk.)

With the help of a much improved
ad program over the past year, the
comparative testing and innovations
like the Maxx-Edge SS blades, Grim
Reaper seems posed to capture a larg-
er share of the broadhead market. Vic
admitted to me there have been times
in the company’s eight year history
that he’s really felt like they were hit-
ting a wall. Grim Reaper had to
endure a costly lawsuit brought by
Rocket Aeroheads in the early days,
and the Liechtys feel some manufac-
turers have infringed its patented
designs. Yet Vic’s always had the very
clear feeling that Jay was meant to
succeed in the business. In Vic’s mind
it’s not so much so his son can
become wealthy, it’s so bowhunters
can dispatch animals more effectively.
“Jim Ising, who’s been designing our
ads, came up with the slogan
Watch’em Drop.’ Indeed these broad-
head designs bring the animals down
quicker.” 

Editor’s Note: Whether or not you
believe God gets involved in lives in
such detail, you’re welcome to contact
the good folks at Grim Reaper to
request a copy of the new Broadhead
Mythbusters DVD for use in your
store. Grim Reaper also has another
new video now available - Grim
Reaper’s Greatest Hits Volume I with
30 plus hunts. Retailers will be able to
sell that DVD, which  also makes use
of the penetration test work.

When the original Razortip models influenced several other manufacturers to incorpo-
rate a cut-on-contact features, Grim Reaper introduced the Razorcut series to help capi-
talize on the market interest in that point style. It’s the Razortips that are shown to such
good advantage in the Broadhead Mythbusting DVD available upon request.
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